
Curving Soccer Balls
The main idea of my project is if you kick a soccer ball in a different spot will it curve 
more.  I drew marks on the ball and I kicked those spots and which spot I kicked 
curved more is the best one.
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Introduction

I love soccer and I want to learn how to curve a soccer ball. I have seen these players curve 
the ball a lot and I always wanted to learn to curve it too. I wanted to know if you kick a 
soccer ball in a different spot will it curve more. The purpose of my project is to find out 
where the best location on the ball is to kick to make it curve. It will impact my soccer skills 
by teaching me how to curve the ball and score more in soccer.



Research
Have you ever heard of soccer, did you know that soccer is the most popular sport in the 
world? Soccer has rules and you need to know those rules to play it.

Soccer can also be called football in Europe and soccer is only played with one ball.

Only the goalie can pick up the ball with their hands. Soccer is played on one big field with 
one goal at each end. You can only touch the ball with your knee, head, foot, and chest.

The earliest version of soccer was created  about 3,000 years ago. In Europe soccer clubs 
created a soccer association. 

In soccer Uruguay won the first world cup.

Whether you are playing soccer for fun or pro it is really fun and you should try it!



Hypothesis/Prediction

My Hypothesis is that if you kick a soccer ball with your right foot 
on the top middle of the ball it will curve more, but if you kick the 
bottom left of the ball it will curve less.



Materials 
● Soccer ball
● Marker
● Goal
● Cones
● Measuring tape
● Notebook
● Camera
● Soccer Shoes



Procedures
● First you find a soccer ball.
● Next you find a goal with space around it.
● Then you measure twenty feet straight out from both sides of the goal and place a 

cone.
● Next you get the soccer ball and write the locations on the ball top middle, bottom left, 

bottom right, middle middle, top right, top left. 
● Next you put the ball where you put the cones.    
● Finally you take shots from where the cone is on every mark you drew on the ball and 

then measure how far away the ball was from the goal.
● Complete six trials for each ball location and for right foot and left foot.



Results

Goal Right Foot Left Foot

Measurements Ball

Location
● 3:45 PM
● January 29th, 2022
● Naranja Park
● Oro Valley, AZ



Results 

Ball Location Labels



Results 
+ = Outside of Goal
- = Inside of Goal

Fail    = Didn’t Make it to Goal (Trial not Included in Results)

Trial Results



Results

Trial Results

+ =  Outside of Goal

- =  Inside of Goal



Results

Overall Averages

+ =  Outside of Goal

- =  Inside of Goal



Conclusion/Discussion
Based on my results my hypothesis was incorrect, because bottom left with my right 
foot was the best location to kick the ball and the best location on my left foot was top 
right. I thought the top middle with my right foot would curve the ball the most.

What went wrong is that I had a lot of failed trials. Those trials did not make it to the 
goal. It was also very hard to actually kick the correct location of the ball each trial.

To do anything differently I would probably measure about 30-40 feet out from the 
goalposts not 20 feet. 

I will continue this project in games or practice so when I shoot the ball I know where to 
kick it so the ball will curve more.
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